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David Foster Wallace in his 2009 book This is Water: Some Thoughts, Delivered 
on a Significant Occasion, about Living a Compassionate Life writes, “the most 
obvious, ubiquitous, important realities are often the ones that are the hardest 
to see and talk about” (p. 8).  Wallace tells a story of two young fish swimming 
along largely unaware of the existence of water because they have lived within 
its confines their whole lives. Only when another fish comes along and asks 
them, “How’s the water?” do they suddenly consider the larger system in which 
they are placed and the very atmosphere in which they conduct their lives.  

For me, Wallace’s story is an apt metaphor for my experience of EDDE804: 
Leadership and Project Management in Distance Education. On a daily basis I 
swim deep in educational leadership as I both lead others in my role as depart-
ment head and am led by my institution’s senior leadership team. To me leader-
ship itself is like water to a fish—ever present and largely unconsidered. These 
past four months in the engaging atmosphere of 804 have served as a time of 
both questioning and discovery as I have become exposed to the larger world 
of leadership theory and have been challenged to define my own perspective in 
its midst.   

This capstone project represents a culmination of my own learning up to this 
point. In the following pages I take a fairly granular approach to exposing my 
own learning process, both in micro and macro ways. I begin by defining what 
leadership meant to me when the course began and a survey of what I learned in 
the opening weeks. I then synthesize the two main assignments of the course, 
highlighting how theory and practice came together for me. I conclude by dis-
cussing how, through the leadership theory presented over the course of the 
class, my own definition has evolved and what this evolution means for me 
moving into the future. 

Wallace ends his book with a challenge to pursue a life of simple awareness 
even in the mundane daily circumstances, constantly remembering, “This is 
water. This is water.” For me, going below the surface and aggregating what 
I have learned in this capstone is that catalyst, sustaining me in my future 
educational leadership endeavors and reminding me to be aware of the power 
and responsibility that comes from leadership in all situations. 

* As a disclaimer, I have tried to construct a linear narrative of my own learning process by 
compiling blog posts, reading reflections, and formal assignments. Each category has 
been given a different text and layout treatment for clarity of navigation. That said, as 
learning is rarely tidy please forgive the visual disconnect that inevitably occurs.

INTRODUCTION
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804 begins next week (I think….since the 803 disaster I’ve become a little 
less cognizant of actual start dates and have taken a more “it will begin when 
it begins” approach) and as a way to start things off our professor asked us to 
take a short survey reflecting on what we want out of the class (or our goals/
what will be a “win” for us), our experiences in leadership (or what sort of 
baggage we’re bringing to the class), and anything we think that she should 
know about the cohort that will make all of our lives easier in the next term.

I think it’s a fabulous idea to do the whole reflection thing before anything 
gets started. Our prof this term is the head of the department so I suppose it 
only follows that she’s got more vested into the program thus might make a 
better showing than a certain previous prof who shall remain nameless. She 
also gave us the first two weeks readings so we could all be prepped up for 
the first day, whenever that might be. I’ve never done pre-reading for a class 
but given that I had time and needed to replenish my word bucket, I read it 
all and....it’s been great so far. Even if the class nosedives from here, I’ve tak-
en enough good stuff from the readings to set me on a good path. Overall 
verdict is thus far…all the good feels for 804.

So, since I did make a whispered resolution to actually write regularly as op-
posed to the manic episodes I get into periodically, I thought writing my own 
reflections in a formalized way would be a good start to things. If nothing 
else, I can look back come spring and either say “right on!!!” and feel a pat 
on the back kinship with my January self or say “wow…clueless!!!” and feel 
quite wise knowing what I know now that I didn’t when I was my January self.

Hopefully it’ll be the former but either way…here’s to the journey, 804-style!

Please describe below the objectives you hope to realize in EDDE 804
For this stage in my doctoral studies, my objectives are to continue learning 
and growing as I’ve been doing the past 18 months but also move into a 
place where many of the things that I’ve learned so far can become more 
of a foundation on which I can begin narrowing and focusing my thesis 
idea for the future. My objectives for 804 specifically are to gain a better  
understanding of leadership theory, the different types of leadership that 
are enacted, and particularly how leadership works in distance-mediated 
environments and with somewhat non-traditional structures (ie much more 
collaborative and constructive than top-down authoritative.) Though I know 
this isn’t a “how to lead” course, I am secretly hoping knowledge gained 
here will directly translate into the leading I do on a daily basis which is both 
distance-mediated and rather non-traditional.

2015 and back to it
january 6, 2015

BLOG POST 1
Have you had experience as a leader in some capacity? This could in-
volve formal or informal, personal or professional leadership.  If you 
feel you haven’t had any leadership experiences, please skip to the next 
question.  If yes, then in the space below please give me a brief outline 
of these experiences. 
In my current role I am the dean of the college of graphic arts with the online 
division of Independence University. I’ve been in this position for almost a 
year and it’s the first time I’ve ever been in a leadership/management role. 
Over the past year, I have gained lots of practical experience leading at a 
distance and have formed many ideas about the importance of presence, 
communication, and developing trust at a distance but as I assumed this role 
quite quickly with very little preparation, I feel like I’ve learned leadership in 
a somewhat down and dirty manner. I am hopeful that what I’ll learn in this 
class will help validate some of what I’ve experienced as a leader or enlighten 
me as to why things haven’t worked.

You are part of a cohort, and it is likely that an established group dy-
namic has emerged that supports the work of this group. What rules of 
operation help keep this working group, well, working? For example, 
is there clear respect for time and participation? Or is this an ‘anything 
goes’ group? Are opinions shared and respected? In the space below, 
please let me know of any group norms or rules that are of importance 
to you and, as you identity them, in your cohort.
We’re a fairly open and easy going group but we do like a pretty high level 
of communication and interaction. Because we are all bonded so cohesively 
way back in orientation it feels a bit like we all live in the same small town 
where everyone knows everything about everyone’s business. Granted, we 
are spread out over several thousand miles but still…it somehow seems to 
work. On the positive side we will gladly welcome newcomers (as every town 
needs some new people occasionally!) On the negative side, we are a bit ter-
ritorial and protective of one another thus one person’s battle can become 
everyone’s war.

What questions or concerns come to mind, if any?  Please ask or share, 
if you are willing, anything on your mind about 804, in the space below.
Nothing that I can think of right now though I am very much looking forward 
to the course!
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…then the first day of the new term comes and all the bravado I had about 
getting pre-reading done for the first two weeks and thinking all this will 
come easily since I already am in a position of leadership fades quickly into a 
churning sea of deep uncertainty and…if I’m totally honest…deep insecurity. 
It turns out day dreaming about something that’s surrounded by the safe 
buffer of “future” is one thing but jumping headlong into it when it becomes 
“present” is something entirely different.

804 has officially begun. 804. Which means 801, 802, and 803 are all in the 
books, complete. Which means I’m so fully a second year, have committed so 
much of myself to this both mentally and financially and…there’s pretty much 
no going back. On the positive side, 804 means I’ve had enough classes in 
my experience that I am a bit more mentally prepared. I know that the feels 
of being an impostor and nearly reflex reaction of wanting to curl up into the 
fetal position until summer won’t kill me (and indeed it is possibly to type 
while in a posture that almost approximates the fetal position.) In addition 
I know that the truth is I do have what it takes and over the past 18 months 
there have been some pretty hefty deposits from much more sage academ-
ics into the bank of my own budding self-image as an academic.

So, off I go once more….into the unknown of 804 with my own little met-
aphorical knapsack of encouraging notes, ideas in tiny sprout form, and  
brimming flask of whiskey. And so to my sisters and my brother in the Cohort 
6 community this term: May the road be scenic. May our fellow travelers be 
friendly. May the places along the way be hospitable. May the words be ever 
in our favor.

and so it begins once more...
january 13, 2015

What’s a first day of school without a first day of school picture, eh?

Thus, here is mine complete with fur scarf to reflect my pseudo-Canadianism, 
iPhone headset to reflect my graphic design heritage, and no makeup to 
reflect my new-found commitment to letting my inner beauty and the light 
of my intellect be what shines through. To quote the great work of cinema 
that is Clueless, “…as if!” More like today was filled with lots of administrative 
busy work and trying to tie up loose ends thus in the grand scheme of time 
usage…something had to give. Luckily we’re a webcam off kind of class!

Verdict on day 1: awesome.

I am pretty sure I want Dr. Marti to adopt Ruby and I so we can just be around 
her. With other instructors I’ve said that they have parts of them that I hope 
I can emulate in my academic practice—their student engagement, their 
curiosity, their absolute passion for detail and precision. For Dr. M. I pretty 
much want to be just like her when I grow up. She’s amazingly grounded 
and humble and yet she’s literally written the books on so many of the most 
prevalent ideas in distance education. When she listens, she really listens 
and then responds with something drawn from her past explorations that 
make you think she’s not just listened for a pause in your speech so she could 
interject but that she’s listened to you because you’re a human who she can 
learn from and she’s totally eager to build connections with you. And it all 
happens in a distance mediated format! Which is awesome.

I know this week I’ve been sheepish at best about this course as I’ve felt 
totally beyond my league and yet after this week I’m thinking my main goal 
is to soak up as much as possible of this privilege that is this course from 
this genius of distance ed. The content will be good I’m sure as will the 
assignments but I think what might be the best part is learning from Dr. Marti 
a bit more.

first seminar day of 804!
january 15, 2015

BLOG POST 2 BLOG POST 3
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LEADERSHIP
DEFINED
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After decades of dissonance, leadership scholars 
agree on one thing: They can’t come up with a 
common definition for leadership; Because of 
such factors as growing global influences and 
generational differences, leadership will continue 
to have different meanings for different people. 
The bottom line is a complex concept for which a 
determined definition may long be in flux.

PETER NORTHOUSE  
Leadership: Theory & Practice, p. 5
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Leadership is a word inherently hard to define. Deeply embedded in the unique 
sensibilities of both specific cultures and specific eras, (Lord et al, 2001; Northouse, 
2015) leaders are the ultimate keepers of strategic vision, are cultural role models, 
and are organizational cheerleaders (Lachtem & Hanna, 2001). Leadership is about 
change and influence. Leadership is also about embracing risk and complexity to 
find the best solution. In addition, leadership touches everyone and everyone in turn 
has the potential to lead (Cleveland-Innes, 2012).

The first discussion in 804 asked us all to engage in a guided reflection of what we 
believe leadership to be. This reflection, as seen below, was a beginning benchmark 
and the starting point of my own leadership investigation. 

Because the word seems to be used so frequently, is in so many 
catch phrases/slogans, etc. even after reading for this week, leader-
ship for me feels very hard to define. I know I lead and am led on a 
daily basis, I know I can “feel” when a good leader is in charge and 
also when a not-so-good leader is in charge, and yet...the experi-
ence still feels a bit mystical when I try to put it into words. 

From our Avolio, Walumbwa, and Weber text, I resonated with their 
definition pulled from Luthans & Avolio (p. 243) of “…authentic 
leadership as a process that draws from both positive psychologi-
cal capacities and a highly developed organizational context, which 
results in both greater self-awareness and self-regulated positive 
behaviors on the part of leaders and associates, fostering positive 
self-development.” For me this speaks to the complex organism that 
is leadership as it is never just about the leader but rather is the 
complete set of leader, follower, context, etc. I also like the positive 
self development that this definition speaks of as I believe effective 
leadership is about building to a positive end for all involved. 

In addition, I like this quote about leadership by James Burns who 
was instrumental in transactional and transformational leadership 
theory. Burns says in his 1978 book entitled Leadership that “…lead-
ership is a special form of power” (p. 12). To me, this resonates as I 
believe that leadership is a relational activity and that when you lead 
or when you consent to be led, the outcome of your actions impacts 
the large scope of people’s lives and their larger personal narratives. 
The “special form of power” feels like an apt way to describe the 
long-reaching impact that can occur in leadership. 
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Peter Northouse in his 2015 book, Leadership: Theory and Practice states that it is 
imperative to not only define leadership but also consider several other questions 
pertaining to the construct and atmosphere of leadership. These questions are: is 
leadership a trait or a process? Are leaders appointed or emergent? What role does 
and should power play in the leader/follower transaction? Where is the demarcation 
between leader and manager?

My own response reflects a sense of uncertainty and echoes the vagueness that seems 
to pervade the literature when one is asked to define just what leadership concretely 
is or is not. That said, key points do come through in my reflection, which are telling 
in guiding me more toward one school of thought than another. Though unaware of 
either Northouse or his work when I first wrote my first discussion response, looking 
back I am able to tease out ideas along these lines as visualized in the sliding scale 
diagram below. 

For me leadership is about a process that can be learned and groomed. Leaders are 
both appointed and emergent but the emergent leaders with their close connection 
to followers and situation have the most potential to bring about organizational 
change. Leaders have power of a different sort than non-leaders and as such they 
must exercise their power in ethical, moral ways that bring about a greater good. 
These thoughts represent my own beginning leadership lens.

TRAIT

APPOINTED

POWER IN 
LEADER

PROCESS

EMERGENT

POWER IN  
FOLLOWER

LEADERSHIP DEFINITION SLIDING SCALE

FACTORS IN LEADERSHIP
Though definitive agreement about a consistent definition of leadership is unlikely, 
Roger Gill in his 2011 book chapter, Redefining Leadership: A New Model endeavors 
to establish an “integrated conceptual framework for leadership” (p. 63) arising out 
of what Gill found to be significant overlap occurring in major themes of leadership 
research. A review of the literature revealed enough bleed amongst theories so that 
it is possible to redefine leadership in such a way as to “integrate the different tracks 
of research and thinking” (p. 64). 

For Gill, the underlying structures of leadership can be distilled into four main 
dimensions or in his words, intelligences. These are: the intellectual/cognitive, the 
emotional, the spiritual, and the behavioral. A complete overview of Gill’s four 
intelligences can be seen on the following page. 

These intelligences are in direct support of the five major themes that Gill also 
distilled from the literature which are: visioning, creating a culture of shared values, 
strategy forming and implementation, empowerment of people, and influence, 
motivation and inspiration (Gill, 2011). 

Gill’s ideas and framework resonate with me because in them I am able to piece  
together a holistic model of what it means to lead. In my personal life I am 
a strong believer that no part of me occurs in a vacuum rather, cognitive, emo-
tional, and spiritual parts of me all blend together to drive my behavior.  
Being mindful of the impact a leader’s holistic situation has on their behavior seems 
like a natural outcome and reading Gill’s piece encouraged me to once more view 
leadership and being a leader as something holistic rather than as a fragmentary role 
assumed during work hours with no blend back into everyday lived life. 

LEADERSHIP AS HOLISITIC + RELATIONAL PRACTICE

LEADERSHIP HAPPENS

GILL’S DIMENSIONS OF LEADERSHIP INTERPRETED 



LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS 
BEST IN THE OVERLAP

Gill’s five themes of leadership also resonated with me as a common set of practices 
that all successful leadership endeavors held in common. Like Gill’s four dimensions 
of leadership, these themes too were distilled from an extensive review of leadership  
literature, best practices, and case study findings. A specific overview of each 
theme can be found on the following page. Each of the themes is meant to further 
reinforce the idea that a new leadership paradigm must emerge that breaks with 
more traditional hierarchical patterns. As evidence of the need for this shift, Gill 
quotes Kreitner and Kinicki who in their 1998 work write:

Traditional organizations and the associated organizational behaviors they 
created have outlived their usefulness. Management must seriously question 
and challenge the ways of thinking that worked in the past if they want to 
create a learning organization. For example, the old management paradigm of 
planning, organizing and control might be replaced with one of vision, values, 
and empowerment. 

Though all of Gill’s functions resonated with me, the function that held the most 
appeal was “empowerment of people” and specifically the call that an effective leader 
empowers people to be able to do what needs to be done. I believe empowerment 
is key to any successful leadership endeavor because it creates a sense of shared 
membership amongst all participants, which in turn creates deep intrinsic motivation 
to work for the good of others, ultimately ending in a culture of shared values.  

Gill’s leadership function of empowerment serves as a good connection point to 
transformational leadership theory. Transformational leadership is a theory that 
encourages leadership behavior that inspires followers to act beyond their perceived 
capabilities for the good of the organization (Northouse, 2015). In transformational 
leadership, followers are both empowered and equipped by the leader for future 
tasks. Inspiration runs high as participants come together in a synergistic union. 

GILL’S FUNCTIONS OF LEADERSHIP INTERPRETED

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

GILL’S FOUR DIMENSIONS OF LEADERSHIP 
INTELLECTUAL/COGNITIVE EMOTIONAL

B Helicopter View (p. 66)
B Conceptual Thinking (p. 67)
B Adversarial Empathy (p. 67)
B Intuition (p. 69)
B Imagination (p. 71)

B Emotional Intelligence (p. 73)
B Self-awareness (p. 73)
B Self-control (p. 77)
B Awareness of others (p. 78)

B Embrace simplistic management (p. 68)
B Resort to leadership fads (p. 68)

B Toxic atmosphere (p. 72)
B Bullying (p. 73)

KEY ATTRIBUTES:

KEY ATTRIBUTES:

OVERVIEW: OVERVIEW:

IF IGNORED WHAT HAPPENS? IF IGNORED WHAT HAPPENS?

Effective leadership requires the abilities 
to perceive and understand information, 
reason with it, imagine possibilities, 
use intuition, make judgements, solve 
problems and make decisions (p. 65)

Feelings are manifestation of both motiva-
tion and the frustration and satisfaction of 
needs. Emotion is a powerful moderator of 
intellectual understanding, reasoning and 
behaviour, in both leader and follower un-
derstanding and reasoning and behaviour, in 
both leader and follower (p. 80). 

The behavioural skills that are necessary 
in leadership include using and 
responding to emotion, for example 
through body language. But they also 
comprise communicating in other ways 
through writing, talking and listening 
–using personal power–and physical 
activity (p. 88). 

The foundation for spiritual leadership 
is morality, stewardship and community. 
Spiritual leadership is about identifying 
and affirming shared core values, beliefs 
and ethics, a shared vision and a shared 
purpose that have meaning for everybody, 
empowering people, and stewardship – 
holding the community’s, and indeed the 
world’s, resources in trust (p. 85). 

BEHAVIOURALSPIRITUAL

B Linguistic Intelligence (p. 88)
B Intrapersonal Intelligence (p. 88)
B Interpersonal Intelligence (p. 88)
B Kinaesthetic Intelligence (p. 88)

B Meaning-making (p. 82)
B Calling/Membership (p. 82)
B Transcend personal needs for greater  
    good (p. 87)

KEY ATTRIBUTES:
KEY ATTRIBUTES:

B Confused messaging (p. 68)
B Compromised organizational  
    effectiveness (p. 68)

B Superficial teamwork (p. 84)
B Lack of meaning & security in   
    workplace (p. 83)

IF IGNORED WHAT HAPPENS?IF IGNORED WHAT HAPPENS?
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Another leadership theory that shares commonalities with transformational 
leadership and also Gill’s relational theme of empowerment is leader-member 
exchange (LMX). 

LMX is rooted in social psychology that, “…treats leadership as a group process that 
pivots on psychological group membership…” (Hogg et al, 2005, p. 1002). Successful 
leadership occurs within the scaffold of a high quality relationship between a leader 
and follower. In this dyadic interaction, the follower gains specific trust in the 
leader and the leader in turn has a highly personalized conception of the follower, 
often resulting in the leader bestowing greater responsibility, financial rewards, etc. 
Leaders must exhibit a high level of emotional intelligence in relationship building 
with followers and also be nimble navigating multiple follower relational pathways. 
In LMX, followers engaged in high quality relationship tend to have a higher level of 
empowerment from the leader. 

As a leadership theory, LMX has its downfalls as it fails to recognize the benefit that 
may come when groups represent a community of practice and being part of the 
group rather than having a relationship with the leader becomes the empowering 
identifier. That said, whether it is the leader engaged in a one to one high quality 
relationship or a group engaged in a community of practice synergy, both constructs 
lead to empowerment of people, which ultimately, according to Gill supports 
leadership. 

From these readings, I take away the idea that leadership can be a holistic practice 
where each part of what it means to be human integrates into what it means to be 
a leader. In addition, leadership is relational, whether between one to one, one to 
many, or many to many. A savvy leader must capitalize on this framework if they are 
to pursue a methodology that leads to positive outcomes for all.

Transformational leadership was first deemed important in 1978 by James Burns. 
For Burns, leadership and followership were intractably joined and the needs and 
goals of both could not be realized without a conjoined effort (Burns, 1978). The 
connection created between leaders and followers is one that exponentially increases 
motivation and transformational leadership often involves high levels of charisma 
and vision on the part of the leader. To me, Gill with his emphasis on vision, 
values, empowerment, and influence/inspiration seems to be a natural fit to favor 
a transformational leadership style. Making this connection early in the course was 
a signpost that because I so strongly resonated with Gill, I too might have strong 
leanings toward transformational leadership theory and theories that share elements 
of its relational ethos.

LEADER-MEMBER EXCHANGE

VISION & MISSION
Effective leaders define and communicate a 
meaningful and attractive vision of the future and a 
mission or purpose through which the organization 
will pursue it (p. 91). 

GILL’S FIVE FUNCTIONS OF LEADERSHIP 

SHARED VALUES
Effective leaders identify, display and reinforce 
values that support the vision and mission and 
that followers share (p. 91). 2

1
STRATEGY
Effective leaders develop, get commitment to, and 
ensure the implementation of rational strategies 
that enable people to pursue the vision and mission 
and that reflect the values they share (p. 91). 3
EMPOWERMENT

Effective leaders empower people to be able to 
do what needs to be done (p. 92). 4
INFLUENCE / MOTIVATION / INSPIRATION

Effective leaders influence, motivate and inspire 
people to want to do what needs to be done  
(p. 91)5
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Like Leader-Member Exchange, Situational Leadership Theory (SLT) also emphasizes 
a nimble hand and high levels of emotional intelligence when navigating leader-
follower relations. Situational leadership presupposes that, “different situations  
demand different kinds of leadership. From this perspective, to be an effective 
leader requires that a person adapt his or her style to the demands of different 
situations” (Northouse, 2015, p. 93). That said, while LMX focuses on 
relationship building so that both leaders and followers become co-constructors 
of organizational culture, SLT focuses only on the leader’s perspective tasking 
the leader to first assess the competence and commitment of a follower and 
next match their own leadership style accordingly. Leadership styles follow both 
a directive and supportive scale, depending on whether leaders must exhibit 
a style favoring delegation, support, coaching, or direction. Followers too are 
placed somewhere along a spectrum depending on their own efficacy, self- 
direction, and overall commitment level. 

While I see the benefit in the orderly progression of Situational Leadership and 
agree with its emphasis on leadership as a process, overall its more one-dimensional 
leader driven approach does not resonate with me. It seems in SLT that followers are 
treated in a more quantitative manner rather than the more qualitative, relational 
manner of LMX. Followers shape the leadership transaction in SLT but because the 
transaction is not couched in relationship and the more holistic view of the person, 
I question whether the changes that occur are ultimately more about human cap-
ital rather than social capital. Lachtem and Hanna reiterate that, “Perspectives on 
leadership are coloured by many factors…most especially by assumptions deriving 
from the cultural lens through which we view the world” (Lachtem & Hanna, 2001, 
p.240). My own questioning comes directly out of the cultural lens through which I 
view the world, namely one that is relationally driven above all.

Building on the aforementioned idea of leadership as a holistic practice, the role of 
relationships, and Leader-Member Exchange theory, Uhl-Bien, in her 2003 chap-
ter, Relationship Development as a Key Ingredient for Leadership Development calls for 
greater attention focused on the relational structure that underlies every organiza-
tion. For Uhl-Bien, an organization has a deep well of both human capital and social 
capital. Human capital is born from the skills, expertise, and ability to produce that 
lie within an organization. Social capital is born within the social and relational 
structure of an organization and through network connections builds in an organic 
and emergent manner (p. 166). Too often the focus on leadership has been develop-
ing the human capital, leading to the exclusion of social capital. 

Though human capital is a necessary part of an organization, ultimately it is the so-
cial capital built on the network of high quality relationships within an organization 
that will lead to higher performance, higher workplace satisfaction, and beneficial 
synergy for all (Uhl-Bien, 2003). 

In this relationally driven framework, leadership again is about a process as leader-
ship occurs, “…at the dyadic level as a two-way influence between dyad members” 
(Uhl-Bien, 2003, p. 177). In addition, followers play a key role in the leadership 
process, as their ability to reciprocate relationship building is equally important to 
a leadership transaction. 

Avolio too, in his 2007 article, Promoting More Integrative Strategies for Leadership 
Theory-Building, brings up the key element that not only relationships within an 
organization but also an organization’s context brings to the leadership transaction. 
He writes, “...leadership is a function of both the leader and the led and the complex-
ity of the context” (p. 31). Avolio posits that in favor of studying the leader himself, 
context has long been overlooked in leadership discussions. This oversight has led 
to leadership being viewed in a highly reductionist manner (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 
2001). 

In addition, Avolio recommends that leadership theory extend the role of relation-
ships to also include an investigation of leadership and social network theory (Avo-
lio, 2007).  Social network theory, as outlined by Balkundi and Kilduff, is defined 
by four elements: relationships, embeddedness, social capital, and social structure 
(Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005). Leaders who use social network theory to their advan-
tage view each individual in their organization as an actor whose relational web has 
significant potential to give them significant influence regardless of their official 
title. Being aware of these existing formal and informal relational networks is key 
for a leader and indeed smart leveraging of these networks has the potential to, “...
produce a large harvest of social capital and influence” (p.  435).  

From these readings I am again reminded of the importance of assessing relationships 
at both a personal and an organizational level. Though it is convenient to frame a 
leadership transaction in a one-way hierarchical manner, I am becoming increasingly 
convinced that successful leadership in any organization must be cognizant of 
context, participants, and underlying relational networks. In addition, successful 
leadership, for me, has a strong transformational leadership theory influence.

To close this first section, the following pages outline eight leadership theories that 
proved the most impactful for me over the course of the first several weeks of the 
course. These summary charts provided a good quick reference moving forward and 
a good reminder in the power of diversity, flexibility, and an open mind in leader-
ship. 

THE ROLE OF RELATIONSHIPS IN LEADERSHIP

SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP
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LEADERSHIP CATEGORIES
LEADER-FOCUSED
Leader-focused theories state that leaders are the 
prime drivers in the leadership interaction. The 
actions of the leader are what shape leadership rather 
than the response of the followers. 

B Trait Theory
B Skills Theory
B Servant Leadership

FOLLOWER-FOCUSED
Follower-focused theories state that followers are 
the prime drivers in the leadership interaction. The 
actions of the leader are shaped by and responsive to 
the needs and actions of the follower. 

B Situational Leadership

RELATIONAL-FOCUSED
Relational-focused theories state that the leadership 
interaction is intimately tied to the relationship 
between both leaders and followers. Leadership 
happens in the relational exchange and cannot be 
separated into either leader or follower role. 

B Leader-Member Exchange
B Distributed Leadership
B Complexity Leadership
B Transformational Leadership
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TRAIT THEORY SKILLS THEORY
A leadership theory emphasizing specific traits unique 
to leaders. For example, some people are born with 
leadership traits and only certain people possess them, 
thus only certain people can be leaders. Followers play 
no significant role in the leadership transaction. 

Argument Against: 
Trait theory overlooks situational element of leadership 
as well as impact of followers. An individual does 
not become a leader solely because that individual 
possesses certain traits. Rather, the traits that leaders 
possess must be relevant to situations in which the 
leader is functioning.

Key Researchers:
B Stogdill (1948; 1974)
B Mann (1959)
B Lord, DeVader & Alliger (1986)
B Zaccaro, Kemp & Bader (2004)

Argument For: 
Trait theory has been researched extensively. This 
research has generated an extensive list of potential  
key leadership traits for success and people with defined 
traits do tend to be or become leaders.

LEADER FOCUSED

A leadership theory emphasizing specific skills that 
leaders must have if they are to be successful. These 
skills can be developed or learned by those who seek 
or hold leadership roles. 

Argument Against: 
Though Skills Theory identifies key skills required it 
but gives no idication as to how these skills might be 
developed. In addition, many of the skills identified 
from research resemble traits, contradicting basic 
assumption of skills theory. 

Key Researchers:
B Katz (1955)
B Mumford, Zaccaro, Connelly & Marks (2000)

Argument For: 
A leader’s key role is to problem solve complex 
organizational issues. This problem solving requires 
them to develop a robust set of skills to address 
whatever situation might arise. As long as a leader has 
the correct capabilities, they will be successful. 

LEADER FOCUSED
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A leadership theory that emphasizes care and advises 
that leaders should first aspire to serve others. This 
serving results in followers who are healthier, more 
autonomous, and in turn inspired to serve others. For a 
servant leader, communication and consensus building is 
used to build a cohesive team. 

Argument Against: 
Servant leadership cannot work if followers are not ready 
to exchange a directive approach for a servant approach. 
In addition, servant leadership can assume a highly 
moralistic tone and conflict with individual autonomy. 

Key Researchers:
B Greenleaf (1970, 1972, 1977)
B Spears (2002)
B Russell & Stone (2002)
B Patterson (2003)

Argument For: 
Servant leadership with its altruistic emphasis cuts down 
on competition in workplaces. It promotes equality and 
ultimately can create a culture where everyone serves each 
other. In addition, servant leadership has a strong social 
justice looking to how both individuals and organizations 
as a whole can bring good. 

LEADER FOCUSED

A leadership theory advising that leaders first assess 
the motivation and competence levels of their followers 
and then, based on a scale of supportive to directive, 
adjust their leadership style accordingly. Situation is a 
key element to be aware of as is notion that followers are 
constantly changing and shifting in competence. 

Argument Against: 
Though situational leadership creates specific categories 
for followers, the leader must use their own judgment 
thus followers can be misjudged or misplaced. In 
addition, it does not take into account cultural or gender 
issues that often impact leader/follower relations. 

Key Researchers:
B Hershey & Blanchard (1969, 1977, 1988)
B Blanchart, Zigarmi & Zigarmi (1985)
B Blanchard, Zigarmi & Nelson (1993)

Argument For: 
Situational leadership fits the dynamic atmosphere of 
organizations as it reiterates that leaders must be flexible 
in their approach toward followers. It is also prescriptive 
meaning it gives leaders a clear vision of how to interact 
with followers of all levels. 

FOLLOWER FOCUSED

SERVANT 
LEADERSHIP

SITUATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP
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A leadership theory that emphasizes leadership as 
distributed amongst many stakeholders this creates 
interdependencies amongst teams and individuals thus 
distributed leadership is a highly social and a highly human-
focused pursuit—a collective rather than solo endeavor.

Argument Against: 
At times a single position-appointed leader must make 
a significant choice for the institution, thus lateral 
leadership is not an option. In addition, distributed 
leadership can be easily confused with delegation and 
transaction rather than leading by choice. 

Key Researchers:
B Gronn (2000)
B Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond (2001)
B Spillane (2006)
B Harris (2005, 2013)

Argument For: 
Because distributed leadership spreads leadership out it 
enables people who are passionate and knowledgeable 
about a certain subject to lead when they desire. 
This parceling out of tasks leads to an organizational 
atmosphere of greater trust and empowerment.

RELATIONAL FOCUSED

A leadership theory where leadership is a process 
and emphasizes the interactions between leaders and 
followers. The dyadic relationship that emerges has 
the potential to support a trust-filled, collaborative 
environment for an organization. 

Argument Against: 
Leader member exchange defines both in-groups and 
out-groups based on relationships with the leader. As the 
in-group experiences more benefits than the out-group, 
these groups can be seen as discriminatory or unfair 
ultimately leading to relational animosity. 

Key Researchers:
B Dansereau, Graen & Haga (1975)
B Graen & Cashman (1975)
B Graen & Uhl-Bien (1991, 1995)

Argument For: 
Leader member exchange gives leaders a clear plan 
surrounding how to nurture their followers and in turn 
be supported by them. It has the potential to build an 
empowered, relationally-focused organizational atmosphere. 

RELATIONAL FOCUSED

LEADER-MEMBER
EXCHANGE

DISTRIBUTED 
LEADERSHIP
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A leadership theory where leadership is seen as a 
dynamic, emergent construct created between all 
organizational elements. Through feedback networks 
and active engagement of member needs, complexity 
leadership is a nimble, organic leadership theory where 
everyone has the potential to contribute and lead. 

Argument Against: 
Complexity leadership is a very new leadership theory. It 
is based on research from the physical science world and 
while it is gaining wider interest, it as yet has not been 
extensively tested in other disciplines. 

Key Researchers:
B Uhl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey (2007)
B Uhl-Bien & Marion (2008)
B Hazy (2007)

Argument For: 
Complexity leadership with its emergent focus enabling 
all participants to lead where they are best suited fits 
well with many organizations in today’s knowledge driven 
culture. In addition, because complexity leadership is not 
rooted in hierarchy it is much more able to respond to an 
organizational need as it presents itself. 

COMPLEXITY  
LEADERSHIP

A leadership theory where leadership is a process that 
uses leadership to inspire followers to literally transform 
themselves to accomplish tasks often beyond their 
original conception of what is possible. Transformational 
leadership pays close attention to follower emotions, 
motivations, and needs and leaders and followers are 
both closely aligned in a synergistic relationship. 

Argument Against: 
Transformational leadership can become overly trait-
based and heroic as some people are seen as having 
special qualities that help them transform others. In 
addition, it has much potential for abuse if one leader’s 
vision is the only voice driving change. 

Key Researchers:
B Burns (1978)
B Bass (1985)
B Bass & Avolio (1994)
B Avolio (1999)

Argument For: 
Transformational leadership has been widely researched 
and has been shown to be an effective leadership form 
with its ability to move people to higher standards 
of responsibility and acting in ways that promote 
the betterment of the community and ultimately the 
betterment of each person. It also has been shown to be 
successful in a wide variety of settings.  

RELATIONAL FOCUSED RELATIONAL FOCUSED

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP
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LEADING IN
DISTANCE ED
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Every time change happens, or is close to 
happening, we are invaded with insecurity  
due to the uncertainty it generates. 

MARTHA CLEVELAND-INNES & ALBERT SANGRA 
Leadership in a New Era of Higher Distance Education, p. 78
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Educational leadership looks at how the structures of leadership theory can be ap-
plied in service to the educational sector. Defining education, like defining lead-
ership, is a challenging endeavor thus it would seem that defining educational 
leadership would be an almost monumental challenge. That said, Cleveland-Innes 
provides a good benchmark definition for educational leadership writing, “When we 
speak of leadership in education, we are speaking of leadership in public institutions 
that are designed to serve the greater good” (Cleveland-Innes, 2012). Beaudoin fur-
ther elaborates and refines the educational leadership definition to also embrace dis-
tance education by writing, “…leadership in distance education…is defined as a set 
of attitudes and behaviors that create conditions for innovative change, that enable 
individuals and organizations to share a vision and move in its direction, and that 
contribute to the management and operationalization of ideas” (Beaudoin, 2003). 

Because we are living in an era of deep societal change catalyzed by profound chang-
es in technology, economics, global connections, and social awareness, higher ed-
ucation must ask its own tough questions and evaluate its own place in the midst 
of so much shifting (Cleveland-Innes & Sangra, 2010). The traditional models of 
transmission education are no longer relevant and instead a focus on developing net-
worked competencies, digital literacies and, curating knowledge in an atmosphere 
of complex abundance must be cultivated. The traditional academy which has re-
mained static for so many years and indeed was itself based on a monastic tradition 
(Cleveland-Innes, 2012) is now rapidly embracing a distributed model rather than 
a single campus centric model of education (Beaudoin, 2003). Bates in 2000 stated 
that, “information technology has led to the growth of many knowledge-based and 
service industries that have a very different structure than the Fordist or agrari-
an models. These newer forms of organizations have been labeled post-Fordist (or 
post-industrial) in structure” (p. 40). Post-Fordism favors “flexible specialization” 
(p. 73) and just in time learning as workers are increasingly producing products in 
response to market demands rather than driving market demands. As society and 
education move into a post-Fordist sphere, education too strives to take on a more 
just-in-time flexibility to meet learner demands. Distance education with its in-
nate flexibility of access is a good fit for post-Fordism, however debate now emerges 
surrounding how to balance learner flexibility, learner experience, and ultimately 
program cost (Kanuka & Brooks, 2010). Though ideally all three elements could be 
present in equal measure, Kanuka and Brooks have determined research shows “...
in this post-Fordist era, open and constructivist distance education can achieve any 
two of the following: flexible access, quality learning experience, and cost effective-
ness—but not all three at once” (p. 84). 
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Or rather Fordism, which though based somewhat on Henry Ford who we all 
know and love doesn’t actually mean that it’s education you can do in your 
car (though legit, who doing an online program hasn’t “been in school” while 
in the car? Indeed when I was homeschooling I completed a lot of my work 
while in transit on trips and outings or in the words of my mom the “real stuff 
of an education” but anyways….)

Fordism is a system based on industrialized/standardized mass production. 
In layman’s terms, it’s factory precision and predictability. It’s also proven re-
liability at a reasonable price, able to equip the masses with consumer goods 
and not bankrupt them in the process. The beauty of Fordism is that whole 
swathes of people who were previously out of the loop now have purchasing 
power and provision.

Post-Fordism is, as the name suggests, what happens after Fordism and is 
the era that we may of may not be living in now. In post-Fordism, the pro-
duction aspect doesn’t go away instead a world of specialties and specialists 
emerge. Rather than the factory notion of workers popping out products in 
rigid lockstep, there is a focus on distribution, separation, and pleasing the 
individual. In Fordism, it seems it was enough to just get stuff. In post-Ford-
ism…there’s attention to the unique human element of individualism and 
personal choice. I think this distinction makes post-Fordism pretty amazing 
but also adds in all sorts of temperamental complexity.

Education–as is often the case–has followed these themes as well. Where 
once the “Fordist” values of getting it done prevailed, now we’re a bit more 
into the post-Fordist space where we must not only get it done but allow 
people to be changeable and specialize and do all the quirky things people 
tend to do. I again think post-Fordism a good thing in theory but it’s a rough 
thing for education, particularly education that is distance distributed.

Kanuka and Brooks in their chapter, Distance education in a post-fordist 
time: Negotiating difference (from the book An introduction to distance ed-
ucation: Understanding teaching and learning in a new era) discuss these 
things extensively paying particular attention to distance education and its 
desire to be “both-and” when it comes to the Fordist debate. Distance ed-
ucation has the potential to be pretty much sponsored by Ford in that it 
can be a factory churning out content for consumers who never before had 
educational access. 

distance education and Ford...
february 3, 2015

BLOG POST 5
Distance education also has the potential to be the poster child for post-Ford-
ism because with the anytime, anywhere, 24/7 availability, it can be as spe-
cialized as you need it to be.

But here’s the tension….it can’t be both. In fact there is this great somewhat 
zen-like proverb that says distance education can achieve two of the follow-
ing three:

1. flexible access

2. a quality learning experience

3. cost effectiveness

but….it can never achieve all three. [insert sobbing here]

I honestly don’t know where to go from here. (Well, that’s a lie, I do know 
where I hope to go but don’t know how feasible it is….yet.) This chapter 
was a great one for me as I felt like had it been possible to highlight all the 
things, I would have. I think that we’re stuck now in distance education on this 
wheel of trying to get all the pieces together….achieve that magical trinity of 
parts…and it’s not working and apparently it never will work. This revelation 
feels like both a downer and a total liberation.

Professionally I honestly have no idea what this means but, my instinct is 
to do what I’ve always done in the face of Fordism, namely retreat into the 
small batch world of local community and wish that too could be a reality 
for education. I read a great blog post by Lisa Lane on the idea of “arti-
san courses” in distance education which are the educational equivalent to 
small batch whiskey and no surprises, I was smitten. Lisa says, “These [artisan 
courses] are pedagogically and philosophically the opposite of the canned, 
instant-feedback, publisher-created “packages” and team-built classes and 
MOOCs that are now pervasive. Like artisan breads and hand-made cabin-
etry, these courses require more work to make and are individual in design. 
Their quality cannot be determined by a list of “best practices”, but by the 
love and attention that goes into their creation, and the passion and dedica-
tion of the teachers who are teaching within their own design.”

I want to make a school like this. Or at least, I want to make a program like 
this. Would it work? Anyone’s guess but it would be pretty amazing to try…
time to add another page to my thesis ideas….

http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=TrKLAgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA69&dq=Distance+education+in+a+post-fordist+time:+Negotiating+difference&ots=hHKgDa_SQb&sig=E0aOWzKOo-OkgHkV0-CL3uJrCEg#v=onepage&q=Distance%20education%20in%20a%20post-fordist%20time%3A%20Negotiating%20difference&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=TrKLAgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA69&dq=Distance+education+in+a+post-fordist+time:+Negotiating+difference&ots=hHKgDa_SQb&sig=E0aOWzKOo-OkgHkV0-CL3uJrCEg#v=onepage&q=Distance%20education%20in%20a%20post-fordist%20time%3A%20Negotiating%20difference&f=false
http://lisahistory.net/wordpress/2015/01/new-directions-for-pot/
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Educational leadership is needed in order to ensure that institutions are able to make 
the adjustments necessary to deliver a relevant experience in an era marked by a 
greater distributed and digital education model. For most institutions the question 
is no longer if they will change in light of the larger societal changes but how they 
can most effectively define their place and purpose. If educational leaders overlook 
this institutional reflection it could, as Beaudoin writes, “…well make the difference 
between success or failure” (Beaudoin, 2003).

Effective educational leadership is challenging as it occurs within a context that is 
deeply tied to a historical model (Bates, 2000; Beaudoin, 2003) thus requires the 
leader to enact significant change and, as Lachtem and Hanna write, “…change is 
not something that comes easily to this sector” (Lachtem & Hanna, 2001, p. XV). 
Navigating such widespread change places the leader at the uncomfortable apex of 
a challenging pyramid as she must both rally for change and ensure that the change 
that does come is not at the expense of institutional history, brand, or culture. 

Lachtem and Hanna write that, “The leader is essential for conceiving the vision, 
creating the environment for success, providing the resources, and setting the stan-
dards” (p. 43). Setting the strategic vision is key as from this place all other elements 
flow. It is not enough to simply plan initiatives if they do not strategically align to an 
institutions larger mission (Bates, 2009).  

In this educational era, leadership must also shift taking on a role that is much 
more proactive rather than reactive, with an explicit focus on strategic planning, 
anticipating what new services might best serve students and organizations (Beau-
doin, 2003; Cleveland-Innes, 2012). In addition, leaders must be capable of deep 
reflection both on a personal level (reflecting on questions of their own capacity to 
lead) and an institutional level (reflecting on questions of their own organizational 
future focus) so that they can best navigate a relevant path into the future (Beau-
doin, 2003).

The challenge in leadership lies in how one will navigate what seem to be endlessly 
changing pathways of potential implementation in an effort to ultimately lead to 
sustainable institutional functioning. Sir John Daniel, Vice-Chancellor of the UK 
Open University, has stated that sometimes leaders must set the example by engag-
ing in what might be seen as high risk initiatives to bring the institution up to where 
they predict it must be, while other times leaders must intentionally put brakes on 
whatever the new fad of the day might be in educational technology implementation 
so that the institution can stay true to their intended mission and vision (Lachtem 
& Hanna, 2001). Above all, when considering any new leadership strategy, Daniel 
advises “...don’t experiment with live students” (p. 143). 

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES
Daniel calls for institutions to clarify intentionally an institutional vision of what 
you want to be known for, what your strengths are as an institution, and where 
you may be weak or what might be outside of the scope of your own influence. 
Though this reflection is never easy, particularly when there is so much pressure 
to perform, expand, etc. in the end it will ensure that all participants have a clear 
focus and unified vision of the future (Lachtem & Hanna, 2001). 

A key element of managing these changes is for a leader to navigate the delicate 
balance of just how far “outside the box” they can be in their own leading so 
that the change they are advocating for does not come at the expense of losing 
the alliances of colleagues who are comfortably situated within more traditional 
institutional enclaves (Beaudoin, 2003). Beaudoin writes, “Perhaps expanding 
boundaries within the “box” is a more viable strategy, as it offers a more palatable 
option for those who are reluctant to leave its familiar confines. It may be easier 
to convince followers to move closer to the outer edges of the existing box (which 
is then incrementally enlarged) than to step outside it where the reformer would 
eventually like to take them” (p. 92). 

In this scenario, leaders once more must be intimately acquainted with all people 
involved so that they can shepherd them accordingly and in a manner that is 
not dictatorial or coercive but ultimately sustainable and transformative. Trust 
building and a clearly communicated sense of listening and valuing are key so 
that followers not only buy into the change process but become active proponents 
themselves of its value. With these elements in place, institutional culture has the 
chance to become much more collaborative. Sister Joel Read, President of Alverno 
College an institution with an internationally recognized flexible learning and 
ability-based curriculum, writes that “...one needs to listen to what people are 
saying, hear what they are not saying, and try to understand what they are feeling. 
If it is necessary to change something, it will affect people” and also, “There must 
be trust and respect that can be only built up through constant listening and 
hearing...” (Lachtem & Hanna, p. 85). 

Though it is a challenging endeavor, when leaders step up and embrace these 
new realities, being both “courageous and collaborative” (Cleveland-Innes & 
Sangra, 2010, p. 89) the door is opened for much positive change as distance 
education does its part to make good on the overarching premise that “Education 
is fundamentally characterized by a quest for improving the human condition.  
It is to overcome social and economic challenges, resolve inequities, promote 
societal power and prowess, and allow for individual development” (Cleveland-
Innes, 2012).
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MISSION
ENVIRO SCAN

VISION
OBJECTIVES
STRATEGIES

MONITORING

What does the institution or department do, 
for whom, and how?

What is happening in the world around you and 
what is its likely impact on your activities?

What would it look like if you fully achieved 
what you would really like to do?

What are you trying to achieve, in observable tems, 
over the next 3 to 5 years that will move you closer 
to the state described in the vision?

What actions need to be taken to achieve these 
goals?

How will achievements be measured/strategies  
adjusted during to ensure plan is on track?

STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL BY TONY BATES

DEVELOPING A DIGITAL LEARNING STRATEGY EXAMPLE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA LEARNING STRATEGY OUTLINE

In distance education, strategic vision often entails creating a plan for technology 
integration, curriculum development, and overall organization. This vision acts 
as an institutional compass, against which future innovations can be measured. 
Vision generating, and particularly who is allowed to speak into it, reveals much 
about the institution culture particularly regarding formal versus informal lead-
ership roles. Institutions who have a vision statement crafted by a few senior team 
members who then mandate it to the rest of the organization tend to also rely 
on a leadership style that is more hierarchical and delegated. Institutions who 
have embraced a more distributed role in leadership (meaning that there is not 
one heroic leader who sets the tone with all others follow) often rely on a larger 
set of voices and inputs when planning so that there is greater buy-in amongst all 
participants (Bates, 2009).  

Though neither style is inherently better than the other in strategic planning, 
I gravitate more toward the latter and believe like Cleveland-Innes that leaders 
must move to a collaborative model both within their own organizations and 
with leaders of other institutions because, if they are to remain viable, all leaders 
must learn to operate in a networked environment (Cleveland-Innes, 2012). In 
addition, in distance education a leader must be quite clear on her own view 
regarding technology integration within the larger organization, particularly re-
garding what is and is not appropriate for the learner audience. Without inten-
tional reflection on audience and final goal, it is easy to get carried away by the 
latest ideas, pedagogies and philosophies which may or may not be the best fit for 
not only learners but also the institutional culture as a whole. 

From these readings I am reminded that as a leader, my own epistemology, on-
tology, and views of technology usage can and most likely will impact the lens 
through which I view what is best for the students and faculty my institution 
serves. The challenge in leadership is not so much developing an institutional 
vision for the future but rather is in ensuring that the institutional vision gener-
ated is one the strives for equity, and a general lens of humanity applied to all el-
ements. It is easy in leadership to mandate and craft a vision consistent with your 
own dreams for the future. What is harder is remembering that you are only one 
part of a much greater and much more complex organization. To me, leaders who 
acknowledge this reality seem to be the ones who ultimately succeed because they 
are the ones whose legacy consists of more than personal vision and charisma and 
ultimately rests in empowerment. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING IN EDUCATION

Lachtem and Hanna write that, “The leader is essential for conceiving the vision, 
creating the environment for success, providing the resources, and setting the stan-
dards” (p. 43). Setting the strategic vision is key as from this place all other elements 
flow. It is not enough to simply plan initiatives if they do not strategically align to an 
institutions larger mission (Bates, 2009).  

“A plan will only be as good as the vision that drives it.” (Bates) 

In distance education, strategic vision often entails creating a plan for technology 
integration, curriculum development, and overall organization. This vision acts as 
an institutional compass, against which future innovations can be gauged. Vision 
generating, and particularly who is allowed to speak into it, reveals much about the 
institutions culture particularly regarding formal versus informal leadership roles. 
Institutions who have embraced a more distributed role in leadership (meaning that 
there is not one heroic leader who sets the tone with all others follow) and rely on a 
larger set of voices and inputs when planning so that there is greater buy in amongst 
all participants (Bates, 2009). 

(clicking on image will open your browser)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8h5OYPpvfIk&feature=youtu.be
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This past week my supervisor posted (and clearing expressed his disdain 
of) a link on twitter to an article that said something along the lines of… “if 
computers replaced teachers in online learning, the world would be a better 
place.” (Admittedly, this is a bit of simplification on the article but the overall 
gist was: teachers cost money, need benefits, have all sorts of emotions/
personalities/quirks and generally are a major drain on institutional finances 
but magical computers work endlessly, need no benefits and only have the 
feelings one programs into them thus are an institutional win.) I responded 
off the cuff about how my Mac was probably going to replace him in the near 
future since as the article said, who needs humans if computers can teach 
everything? He responded back in a sage, supervisory way by saying that the 
focus is never teaching but rather learning and that computers can’t actually 
“teach” rather they aggregate. Then he continued on by saying that as I al-
ready spend way more time working on my thesis with my Mac than working 
on my thesis with him…maybe we are already at the point where my Mac had 
replaced him….As I spend about 18 hours a day with my Mac…yeah, I’d say 
he makes a valid point!

It was a fun short twitter exchange to begin my day and yet it did make me 
think a lot about this very odd distance mediated world of teaching and 
learning that I’m living in and that has become my own default framework 
and just how I personally view technology integration in education.

For example in my day to day job…

B 100% of the interactions I have with my own team of direct reports are 
mediated by a computer or a phone.

B 100% of the interactions I have with the students enrolled in my program 
are mediated by a computer or a phone.

B 100% of the assignments created, books read, lectures attended, etc. in 
the program I head are mediated by a computer.

And then in my doctoral studies…

B 100% of the interactions I have with my cohort (whom I consider to be  
almost family) are mediated by a computer

B 100% of the content of my  doctoral program is mediated by a computer

you are not your computer...
january 25, 2015

BLOG POST 4
and regarding the supervisor mentioned above, thus far…

B 95% of all communication over the past 18 months has been mediated 
by not just a computer but primarily using the 140 character microblog 
format of Twitter. 

I am an educator working to teach students the skill of graphic design—
something that has always been taught via close proximity studio method-
ology—and 100% of what I do is geographically distributed and technology 
mediated. I am a human, my students are humans, my staff are humans, my 
cohort and supervisor are humans and yet as we’ve never “seen” or even 
been in the same timezone…it all could actually be a gigantic sophisticated 
Turing test.

It feels so mundane when I live it day to day and yet to see all these facts 
written out…so so so crazy that the system is even allowed to exist, let alone 
thrive.

There is no part of me that ever thinks that my computer could replace my 
supervisor just as there is no part of me that ever thinks that my computer 
could replace any of the instructors on my team because I believe so strongly 
in the power of the human behind all of this new fangled technology.

And yet, how does one get to this place of seeing the human even as it’s 
fully interpreted by blind code and then transported via cables and satellites 
and flat screen projections? How do people become real in such a different, 
non-human atmosphere? I’m beginning to think I’m not the norm…I’m be-
ginning to think I’m the anomaly in all of this and yet if I could understand 
myself better perhaps I could help untangle these ideas for others.

For me it feels so natural because I’ve lived in this place for so long and been 
learning in this distanced mediated system for almost 10 years, beginning 
with my MFA. That said, if I were strategic planning for my position from the 
outside looking in, I would easily say that the only logical option would be to 
replace a significant portion of my staff with computers because computers 
already figure so prominently what would be the harm, in the name of cost 
effectiveness, to just give them all the responsibility and move my position to 
managing computers who are managing students? Scary indeed. And even 
more it’s making me realize that I need to do all I can to ensure something 
crazy like this does not happen because I think the repercussions would be 
universally terrible. 
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Leadership (not “leaders”) is 
the key to the new revolution. 

MICHAEL FULLAN
Leadership & Sustainability: System Thinkers in 
Action, p.x
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Find a general text or a credible web-site on leadership and review the 
basics of at least one of the following leadership theories:
B Trait-based leadership
B Emergent leadership
B Contingency theory and leadership
B Complexity leadership
B Transactional leadership
B Transformational leadership 
B Distributed leadership
Create a description of your chosen theory and an argument in favor of 
this leadership theory in terms of validity, practicality and usefulness, 
particularly in education. Why is this better than other theories? What 
are the shortcomings of the other theories? 
Write a short paper and present a brief (2–3 minutes) argument of your 
theory in our seminar. 

Assignment 1 Overview
For the first assignment of 804, we were asked to choose one common leadership theory 
and both write a short paper and present a short argument in its favor. The idea was that 
because each class member would be presenting on a different theory, everyone would 
benefit from a general leadership theory survey. For me the presentations especially 
served as a great 30,000 foot introduction to many ideas I was encountering formally 
for the first time. 

After browsing suggested choices, I chose to profile distributed leadership theory be-
cause I resonated with its ideas that leadership is collaborative and works best when it 
is not the realm of one great mind but rather spread around or “distributed” to many 
different key stakeholders. 

What follows on the next pages are slides from my presentation as well as an edited 
version of my final paper. One unexpected outcome was that this assignment intro-
duced not only the words “collaborative” and “distributed” into my academic leadership 
vocabulary but also the words “re-write” and “re-submit” into my academic writing 
vocabulary. Though it was disheartening that my initial submission was deemed to 
have missed the mark on content, scope, and quality, through the resubmission process 
I learned much about the importance of digging deep into the bedrock that is seminal 
research and know that my second submission is much stronger as a result. 

Finally, whenever I am in the process of learning about a new idea it seems the lens 
through which I navigate the world shifts ever so slightly so that I become keenly aware 
of connections I never knew existed before to the idea I am studying. Depending on 
my mindset, this heightened awareness is either excellent (as I see connections where 
none previously existed) or tiresome (as it takes concerted effort to turn off my own 
racing mind and thoughts.) True to this pattern, while studying distributed leadership I 
encountered a significant work related impasse that allowed me to personally define my 
own thoughts on how I as an appointed team leader should relate to and interact with 
those on my team. The blog post that closes this section tells a brief story and reflects 
on what I learned in that process.

ASSIGNMENT 1 PERSONAL LEARNING REFLECTION
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ASSIGNMENT 1 PRESENTATION VISUALS
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The twenty-first century educational landscape is marked by a move of restructur-
ing. Long-held assumptions about structural hierarchies and an institution under 
the command of a single heroic leader are being questioned as principals and head-
masters are tasked with maintaining increasingly stringent accreditation standards, 
teachers are tasked with increasing student-learning objectives, and students them-
selves are tasked with greater assessment skills, reflection, and overall academic per-
formance (Harris, 2009). In addition, quick advances in technology have brought a 
whole new digital force to the educational sphere forcing educational leaders to not 
only consider which technological advances to support in their academic budgets 
but also what role such advances will play in the pedagogy and culture of their 
institution (Bedouin, 2004). In the era of “convergence of educational modes of 
delivery, and the emergence of new organizations and combinations that transcend 
traditional boundaries” (Hall, 1998, p. 14), what is needed when contemplating ed-
ucational leadership is not a panacea delivered by a single great personality rather 
through collaboration, the fostering of intentional community, and an emphasis on 
shared and collaborative leadership—a holistic and sustainable solution for change 
can emerge where all stakeholders are engaged. 

Though distributed leadership as a theory is relatively new, its roots can be traced 
back to Gibb, an Australian social psychologist who stated in his 1954 Handbook 
of Social Psychology that “unequivocal unipersonal leadership rarely, if ever, occurs” 
(Gibb, 1954, p.103).  Distributed leadership is—as the name suggests—a theory 
where leadership practice is distributed amongst many stakeholders (Spillane, Halv-
erson, & Diamond, 2001). This distribution amongst stakeholders, or “articulation 
of work” (Gronn, 2000, p. 27) creates interdependencies amongst teams and indi-
viduals thus distributed leadership is a highly social and a highly human-focused 
pursuit—a collective rather than solo endeavor.  In the distributed leadership mod-
el, there are multiple leaders present in any organization who are worthy of being 
empowered and given a voice and input to future organizational policy and direc-
tion. Indeed, the collective leadership as all units of an organization come together 
is much more important than the actions of any individual leader (Yukl, 1999). 
Though distributed leadership recognizes the importance of a core focal point leader 
that leader’s job is not to tightly control the ebb and flow of the organization, rather 
that leader’s job is to make sure an overall culture of trust and openness is built and 
maintained so that everyone is supported (Elmore, 2000). In this atmosphere, those 
who want to lead are nurtured and supported.  Those who are not yet in a place to 
lead or lack the desire are identified as important followers who also have a key role 
to play in the leadership process (Harris, 2005).

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL LANDSCAPE

DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP DEFINED
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DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION

BENEFIT OF DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP

In the education sector, distributed leadership recognizes that, though the principal 
or headmaster may be the leader of the school by virtue of their positional author-
ity, they are not the only leaders present. Gronn writes that distributed leadership 
calls for an intentional move away from viewing the leader at the center of a group 
(Gronn, 2002).   

Spillane, in his seminal book, Distributed Leadership concurs, stating that leadership 
practice is distributed over leaders, followers, and the school situation or context 
(Spillane, 2006).   In both Gronn and Spillane’s conceptualization, each element has 
a unique role to play and leadership itself is not something that flows in a one-way 
channel.  Rather, each influences and is influenced by the others in a dynamic, ev-
er-changing rhythm. “Leadership is the product of debate, dialogue and discussion 
that results in action rather than a set of leadership tasks, responsibilities or func-
tions that someone has to undertake or is given” (Harris, 2005, p.7).

Rather than having one person manage the organizational decision making and 
accompanying stress, daily demands, tasks and problems that are inherent in any 
organization, distributed leadership parcels out issues over a wider support network 
(Angelle, 2010). This is a benefit to an educational institution because it ensures 
that no one person handles undue amounts of stress, leading to burnout. In addition, 
distributed leadership has been shown to create greater opportunities for “sharing 
decision making responsibilities by drawing on expertise wherever it exists in the 
organization” (Wright, p.28).   This sharing of responsibility directly translates back 
into a stronger sense of workplace community, increased work satisfaction, and ulti-
mately an increased sense of self-efficacy (Elmore, 2000, p.16). 

Schools that implement distributed leadership have teams of teacher-leaders who 
are responsible for key initiatives vital to the progress of the school itself.  Unlike 
delegated leadership where teachers are tasked with a job and then monitored along 
the way, distributed leadership encourages teachers to lead from a place of personal 
passion lending not only their technical experience to the task but also engaging 
their emotional investment in the work.  Teachers more often than not rise to the 
occasion and feel a deep sense of accomplishment when they are able to participate 
as is shown by the quote from a teacher involved in a distributed leadership project 
from the Arden School in London: “If you’ve been in the process of getting there, 
rather than someone just telling you, then... it’s a far better way round it.  Everybody 
gets behind it because everybody feels part of the decision making process’ (Harris, 
2005, p.16).

Though distributed leadership offers much promise in its ability to spread out lead-
ership and allow teachers and students to rise up and contribute, it must be exercised 
with caution.  Timperley cautions “Distributing leadership over more people is a 
risky business and may result in the greater distribution of incompetence ” (Tim-
perley, p. 417).  Because distributed leadership requires a conscious relinquishing of 
power and formal control, often the bureaucratic and hierarchical structure of an in-
stitution itself is an impediment to distributed leadership (Harris, 2002).   Teachers 
must be the ones to proactively select what leadership roles they would like to pur-
sue.  If institutional culture is not such that trust, support and openness to change 
are encouraged, “micro-politics within a school” (Timperley, p. 418) can bog down 
the process and often inertia is too great for distributed leadership to be implement-
ed.  Finally, a strong relationship amongst teacher-leaders does not always trickle 
down to greater student achievement. 

Distributed leadership with its emphasis on the integral collaboration and co-per-
formance of all agents (both those with traditional positional leadership roles and 
those with more informal leadership roles) within an organization stands in direct 
opposition to traditional trait-based leadership model.  Trait-based leadership draws 
its inspiration from Thomas Carlyle’s “great man” theory first formally propagated 
in the late nineteenth century (Zaccaro, 2007).  In this leadership model individuals 
possess unique inherited traits allowing them through charm, charisma, and supe-
rior intelligence to use their power for a “history-altering” outcome.  In trait-based 
leadership, certain individuals have been endowed with extraordinary transforma-
tional influences.  This transformational prowess is situation and context agnostic, 
thus leadership is indisputable (Zaccaro, 2007).   

In education, trait based leadership has been shown to provide history-altering out-
comes to many schools who find themselves in dire situations when charismatic 
leaders have come in and set new expectations for teachers, dramatically change 
curriculum, or change school culture by altering student services.  That said, a large 
shortcoming of trait-based leadership is that it has been shown that when only one 
person owns the vision for a school it leaves the school as a whole very vulnerable 
because if and when the single leader transitions to a new position, the vision and re-
sources go with them (Yukl, 1999).   “In such circumstances not only is the improve-
ment gained quickly lost but the development work also dissipates simply because 
of an over-reliance on the leadership capability of one person” (Harris, 2005, p.3).    

LIMITATIONS OF DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP

DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP CONTRASTED WITH 
TRAIT-BASED LEADERSHIP
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Another shortcoming of trait-based leadership is that it maintains a very limited 
locus of control leading trait-based leaders to ignore the vital element of community 
and co-construction in organizational growth. By replacing the suggestions of the 
many with the ideas and expertise of the one, trait based leadership fails to create 
a “critical mass of leaders at all levels of the system, particularly leaders who are 
working on developing leaders beyond themselves” (Harris, 2005, p.4).  If education 
has indeed entered into a more network-driven era as defined by Bedouin where 
“the academy is shifting from a campus-centric to a distributed education model” 
(p.74) then the trait based leadership model is fatally flawed in addressing sustain-
able growth, development, and continuity of operations in education

In conclusion, the current convergence climate and greater networked models of 
education call for a leadership to move from a trait-based heroic model to a dis-
tributed model so that there are adequate leaders in place to promote sustainable 
operations and overall improvement in educational experience.  Distributed lead-
ership, with its ethos of leadership practice distributed amongst many stakeholders 
(Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond, 2001), shared decision making (Wright, 2008), 
and emphasis on leading from a place of personal passion (Harris, 2005), invites all 
stakeholders into a community culture of trust (Angelle, 2010).  This leads to better 
management of human resources, better development of existing leadership capital, 
and ultimately a solution for engaging teacher-leaders who become a positive force 
in navigating sustainable operations and overall improvement in the educational 
experience for all.

ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL RESOURCES

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN A CHANGING LANDSCAPE
A CONVERSATION WITH PROFESSOR ALMA HARRIS

POWER TO THE PEOPLE:  
DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP AS A PATHWAY TO CHANGE
EDUCAUSE 2015: SESSION 3

UNDERSTANDING LEARNING LEADERSHIP:  
DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP 
A PRESENTATION BY JAMES SPILLANE 

(clicking on each image will open your browser)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn8tFU8hQ60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwS5SSxk84k
$$$/Dialog/Behaviors/GoToView/DefaultURL
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Today I am so glad it’s almost the weekend, almost the time when I can be 
safely ensconced in two non-working days and not have a Pavlovian reaction 
to my email alert tone. It’s been one of “those” weeks where work and school 
managed to combine in an unnerving Venn Diagram and much of what I’ve 
been learning in theory about Distributed Leadership was played out in 
practice in real life. Turns out, keeping ideas in your head is way easier and 
way less uncomfortable than actually living them! 

In an effort to model good reflective practice I’ll embrace objective academic 
and just list and annotate what I’ve observed in this week’s ethnography of lisa 
and leadership...hopefully writing will bring distance, will bring perspective 
will bring—eventually—learning. 

1. being completely vulnerable and transparent with those you lead is 
hard….but always the best way. This past week I messed up, made some 
bad choices, and now I am dealing with the aftermath. When this situation 
happened I was very open about my struggles and what was going on with 
my closest team members. It literally felt like i was about 12, I was going to 
vomit, and they were finally going to see me for the sham that the darker 
voices in my head talk about on a daily basis. Yet after I’d gotten it out, totally 
cliche but, it was freedom because they saw new parts of me and even more 
were allowed to speak into me rather than the usual me-to-them transaction 
that happens based on me being appointed in leadership “above” them.

2. the hardest thing about being a leader is opening your own grabby 
little fists and trusting your team. (indeed, the hardest part of being a 
person might be opening up your grabby little fists and trusting others, 
time, and process.) when I accepted this job almost a year ago, I was so 
concerned that I wouldn’t be able to give presentations because I was such 
a poor public speaker…I was petrified that I wouldn’t know how to balance 
my time and I’d burn out…I was convinced that no one would follow my 
lead and all my ideas were too crazy or bizarre to ever inspire others. Turns 
out, presentations (or at least distance-mediated ones) are cake. Balancing 
time is tricky but luckily I do have a pretty good “stop or I will stop for you” 
balance on my body itself. Ideas? Position and passion pretty much ensure 
that people will jump on the bandwagon…keeping them is anyone’s guess 
but getting them isn’t so hard.

on leadership and letting go...
january 30, 2015

BLOG POST 6
But yeah…letting go is something so completely different. For whatever 
reason (and I’m taking the Leadership Theory course right now so you’d think 
if anyone knew the answer it would be me) it feels natural for me to say that 
I’d be willing to sacrifice myself for my team as I am their leader but to give 
them stuff to do….to actually put into practice what it means to distribute 
leadership which on paper sounds like the best idea ever?? Eek! First gut 
reaction is....I’m not weak! I’m not needy!! I’m all powerful and in charge!!! I 
MUST DO ALL THE THINGS because I am leader! 

In truth, I am strong and courageous but so is every person on my team. 
By virtue of timing and choosing and who knows what…I ended up as the 
“leader” but with that title I didn’t suddenly also get superpowers.

I’m beginning to realize that when things like this week happen and you end 
up messy and human and anything but a superhero in front of your team it 
turns out…just where you end is the perfect place for all of them to begin. 
It turns out that you’ve been feeling noble as you shelter them but really 
they’re more than willing for the relationship to be reciprocal…more than 
capable of holding you when you need it, if you will only let them. There 
is much to this whole distributed notion but the one caveat is you as the 
leader...must first be on board. You must first set the tone and show the trust 
and that’s the easiest thing in the world to say and the hardest thing in the 
world to actually do. 

I didn’t have many proud moments this week but I did have a proud moment 
realizing that the culture I’ve been hoping for, for oh the last year is actually a 
reality. We can be open. We can be real people with each other.  We can do 
hard things. We can support each other in an authentic, genuine manner. As 
the leader, I can (and have) opened my hands to them because it is safe and 
in a act of grace and beauty…they’ve opened theirs in return.

Ahh life….What a fun and frustrating challenge you often turn into.
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ASSIGNMENT TWO
CONFERENCE
OPENCAST
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One of the most important dimensions of 
the participatory view of communication 
is that it moves meaning away from the 
intentions of individual subjects and moves 
it to the social practices which are constituted 
by cooperative and coordinate action. 

Raf Vanderstraete & Gert Biesta 
How is education possible? Pragmatism,communication 
and social organization of education, p. 166
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This assignment is meant to be a group assignment. 
Each group will be asked to identify a complex situation that involves
1) a social or economic problem 
2) an education intervention
3) a distance/innovative  education solution
4) necessary leadership strategies
The product from this assignment is a presentation in AdobeConnect, 
a short paper to submit to the instructor, and a facilitated discussion in 
Moodle. The presentation and paper must include a detailed descrip-
tion of the case, the context and nature of the social problem, the way 
education might solve the problem, how distance and innovative edu-
cation might be employed and what leadership strategy would make 
it happen.

Assignment 2 Overview
For the second assignment of 804, we were tasked to work in groups to extend our 
theoretical leadership knowledge into practical case study format. Through both 
a short paper and longer presentation, we were to describe how leadership could be 
instrumental in addressing a complex social situation. Through this process we both 
practiced collaborative learning and leadership integration as we considered the 
importance of matching appropriate leadership theory to the situation and long term 
impact of leadership on a social issue. Presenting our project to our peers, provided 
practice speaking about our ideas, as one would need to do if presenting a project for 
implementation in a larger organization. 

After thinking about assignment requirements, I chose to contact, Lorne Upton, a new 
member of our cohort, to see if he would like to partner. He agreed and together we 
spent six weeks first getting to know each other, then brainstorming potential ideas, 
and finally getting down to the hard work of fleshing out how leadership could be used 
to bring good to a social issue. 

Because he and I are both interested in networks/social learning process and both favor 
leadership theory that is more emergent than appointed and organic than hierarchical, 
we worked together well. 

For our case study, we decided to tackle the social issue of digital literacy/building 
knowledge in an information abundant environment, looking specifically at how we can 
create a situated learning experience for students so they can gain first hand experience 
in curating, managing, and creating knowledge in complex networked learning spaces. 
We proposed the creation of “The AU Conference OpenCast” a space on the Athabasca 
Landing social network site where international conferences could be streamed so that 
students could attend virtually. Through this community not only would students learn 
from experts who are presenting, they would also learn from other students who are  
attending and reflecting on their own experience. In this way, students could build 
peer to peer social capital and valuable connections with experts. We chose complexity 
leadership theory as being an appropriate match for this initiative as we envisioned each 
person with an interest as exercising leadership through suggesting speakers, sharing 
artifacts, etc. 

Through this assignment I learned about the benefits and pitfalls of social learning 
theory. I also learned about the give and take that must occur when working at a distance 
on a collaborative project. This latter learning especially reinforced the importance of 
open communication when working at a distance which is foundational not only in  
collaborative projects but also to any form of leadership in distance education. 

ASSIGNMENT 2 PERSONAL LEARNING REFLECTION
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Though our project received an enthusiast reaction from our peers and we have 
continued our conversation about how we can make this idea a reality, we did receive 
several cautionary comments outlining potential pitfalls and gaps in our proposal. 
These comments, can be seen in the chart on the following page. 

Our main gaps were surrounding the area of what education is lacking that our 
intervention would provide. In particular we were not as thorough as we could have 
been outlining the social problem and setting the stage for how our proposal would be 
a positive step forward as opposed to just another proposed option that an institution 
could try. This lack of clarity reinforces the discussion of the importance of vision, 
mission, and objectives that was discussed in section two of this capstone. 

Though it was not our intention to be vague, because Lorne and I had privately discussed 
these issues for many weeks, and created many possible iterations on the design before 
presenting our finalized version we lost touch with where our audience was in the 
process and made the incorrect assumption that everyone listening to our presentation 
shared our background knowledge and project passion. In addition, because we both 
became very familiar with our shared ideas and captivated with our shared vision, we 
lost critical perspective. 

This realization reinforced the importance of not only researching widely to ensure 
an idea fits within the larger cultural landscape but also at some point in the process 
reaching out to others so that their critical perspectives can speak into any areas that 
may have been previously overlooked. In leadership, interaction of this kind manifests 
itself in a leaders choice as to who is or is not part of the planning process. Though too 
much dissension can become counterproductive, voices that express differing views and 
contributors with differing backgrounds can prove an asset as they ensure that there is a 
balance in contributions and outcomes. In this situation, the leader must be the one to 
ensure that voices can be heard, ideas can be shared, and ultimately the vision is clear 
enough so that the best possible solution is reached. 

On a personal level, this realization reinforces my own preference that leadership is best 
when it is distributed or shared. Moving forward, we will continue to work on making 
our initiative a reality for the Athabasca Landing community however we will also invite 
other voices to speak into the development process and begin an iterative testing cycle 
so that we ensure the best possible outcome. 

FUTURE FOCUS QUESTIONS FOR OPENCAST INITIATIVE

B How will leadership support the inception of this initiative?

B What assumptions are we making about how learning takes place?

B How can the description of the problem transcend merely arguments for 
enhancement?

B For what purpose, and through what mechanism, will participants be 
encouraged to join?

B Though the environment is social, the learning may not be. How will we 
deal with this dichotomy?

B There is a vast research literature on the importance of leaders (instructors 
and teachers) in complex learning environments. What do the critics say 
regarding these ideas?

B There are problems in education that distributed, interactive media can 
resolve. What are these and what needs to be present in this still new and 
different environment to ensure learning is possible, sound, and verifiable?

B Who will lead? Are we expecting students will step forward and lead  
others? This is emergent leadership?
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Based on experiential, proces-oriented learning, the next segment of my 
capstone is a multi-part reflection on how Assignment 2 unfolded from my 
perspective as traced through emails, blog posts, and tweets. Integrated into 
this are our final presentation slides as well as a link to our final paper. Through 
these many disparate parts woven together it is possible to see how Lorne and 
I both collaborated and learned together and how our final process emerged. 

Content and Navigation Note: 

Introduction

804ASSIGNMENT2 LEARNING PROCESS  
LISA HAMMERSHAIMB

Conference Opencast: Designing Learner-Centered Social Learning Spaces
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This long weekend I am deep in my 804 Assignment 2 which is a 45 minute 
(yeah, that’s right….45 minute) presentation grappling with a social/econom-
ic issue and showing how education in general and educational leadership in 
particular could bring positive change. It’s all speculative (meaning we don’t 
have to actually do what we’re investigating) and the overall thrust of the 
assignment is for us to test drive leadership ideas.

The good news is that it’s meant to be a partner assignment and I’ve got an 
amazingly capable partner. We’ve chosen to grapple with persistence in dis-
tance education and look particularly at how The Landing, Athabsca’s social 
site, could play a more proactive role in building community thus increasing 
persistence.

The even better news is that The Landing also happens to be the focus of 
my partner’s thesis project. But, lest it sound like I’ve been savvy in partner 
choice and topic (which admittedly I have) and am now coasting for the next 
month, I have been pulling my weight as much as possible and though I’m 
not the main force finding articles (since he’s basically got the library already) 
I’m enough of a control freak that I can confidently say my fingerprints will be 
on the final product to present a convincing argument that we are a team. In 
addition because he’s been living in these ideas for awhile, I think my fresh 
outlook is a good reality check. I know for me the longer I live in ideas the 
more I’m unable to see how things could be any other way…then someone 
peers in and it’s the emperors new clothes all over again as I realize what I 
thought was set in stone was really only written in sidewalk chalk.

As a bit of Landing background….based on the idea that learning is inher-
ently social The Landing is a space where students can share work, initiate 
discussions, and generally share their lives in any way they would like. The 
Landing builds on Connectivist pedagogy saying that students are able to 
not only learn whenever/wherever they happen to be, but also learn coop-
eratively thorough personal learning networks and the nodes/new adjacent 
possibilities that come through chance encounters and spontaneous con-
nections.

assignment 2 begins...
february 16, 2015

BLOG POST 7
In theory, The Landing is a wonderful unique venue for all students at Atha-
basca because it is at once the campus quad, the local pub, and a worldwide 
MOOC. You can have conversations with people you know face to face just 
as easily as you can have conversations with people who are on the opposite 
side of the world from you. As in a great MOOC, in The Landing the hope is 
that the high level of student to student interaction balances the potentially 
lowered level of student-instructor interaction and even more the old hier-
archies of knowledge flowing one way from teacher to student are replaced 
with an organic, bubbling sea of awesome collaborative learning. I’ve been 
in great MOOCs to see this sort of thing happen and it’s pretty amazing and 
not unlike spontaneous combustion meets evolution meets the birth of a 
star. You can know about it all in theory but then once you’re a part of the 
experience…totally dazzling.

Dron and Anderson, the pioneers behind The Landing and also the main 
researchers on its impact, have done lots of work identifying different ways 
people collaborate/learn in online spaces. Groups, nets, sets, and collectives 
are the main lingo that gets tossed around. Groups represent the smallest, 
most “closed” communities of the four and it seems with each step up the 
circle widens and gets more inclusive until topping out at collectives which 
are algorithmically combined together and can literally find commonalities 
amongst millions of users. The Landing, with its various levels of privacy set-
tings, sharing, etc. manages to live in many of these circles concurrently.

It’s an interesting taxonomy of online learning and the more I read the more 
I am convinced that there is something to the scheme. That said, the more I 
read the more I’m also convinced that naming something is not the same as 
completely understanding it and when it comes to learning and humans…
the complexity element tends to throw a delightful wrench in everything. 

So, what will emerge as our Assignment 2 educational leadership positive 
change regarding these things? Ideas are fermenting and it’ll be interesting 
to see how they distill down. And even more it’ll be interesting to see how 
they are discussed on the campus quad, or at the local pub or even, on the 
worldwide MOOC.
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Social Learning Process Explored
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In The Distant Crowd: Transactional Distance and New Social Media Liter-
acies, Dron and Anderson discuss the many different circles of interaction 
that compose social media/internet communication and how each of these 
circles may or may not impact a learner’s experience of Moore’s ideas on 
transactional distance. For those not in the know (no shame….this was me 
about 4 months ago) transactional distance refers to the cognitive span be-
tween learners and teachers in an educational setting. Though in distance 
education “cognitive span” often means physical things like time zones and 
geography, transactional distance can occur even when all participants are 
present in the same room yet because of any one of a number of elements 
just aren’t connecting fully. Large amounts of transactional distance tends to 
be bad because they mean learner isolation and all the negative baggage 
that isolated learners tend to bring. The three magic keys of reducing trans-
actional distance are: dialogue between learner and teachers, structure/in-
structional design of the program itself, and learner autonomy.

Dron and Anderson identify four main enclaves that define social interaction. 
These are: groups, nets, sets, and collectives. Though it’s a bit awkward, you 
can think of each of these four constructs as concentric circles with groups 
being the most closed/exclusive (think of the internet version of the “no boys 
allowed” club you formed in grade 2) and collectives being literally the Am-
azon.com community where your algorithm just happens to match someone 
else (think this is where you may totally impulse buy the rhinestone encrusted 
small dog dress that was recommended to you…I speak hypothetically of 
course.)

For me (and I think for them but…don’t quote me), the most interesting en-
clave isn’t what lives on either extreme but rather what’s almost right in the 
middle…the “net” or more appropriately the “network.” Dron and Anderson 
say that nets are the social form that, “most characterize tools and environ-
ments such as blogs, shared bookmarks, media sharing, and social network-
ing systems is the network.” In addition, “Networks are, at least in principle, 
unbounded, and we only ever have a partial view of them, connecting with 
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other nodes that are, in network terms, “nearby.” Nets with their very blurry 
boundaries and macro views have some pretty awesome potential, particu-
larly when you add in the whole adjacent possible proposed by Siemens and 
Downes.

Because these ideas are so critical to my 804 presentation, for the past few 
days I’ve been subconsciously tagging every piece of social interaction I 
have with one of these four labels. Turns out, my own personal taxonomy 
has been very net heavy. In my day to day busy life, groups seem to require 
too much cognitive/emotional load on me because I am so vested in them 
that I have to really think about contributions I make, words I write, etc. thus 
I don’t contribute regularly…more I contribute on an every few days basis. 
Collectives I could care less about because they’re just too big and feel too 
impersonal. Sets….maybe but again they still skew a bit large for my taste.

Nets are like Goldilocks and her porridge…not too big, not too personal…
just. right. In nets I don’t need to give large portions of myself rather I can 
get in and get out and still manage a good level of interaction, challenge, 
and general stretch so I feel something worthwhile has occurred. It seems 
the keyword in nets is “fuzzy” and the key traits required are both courage 
to jump into murky waters and spontaneity to see where the tide will take 
you–sometimes nowhere, sometimes so far along at such a rapid rate all you 
can do is keep your head above the water. Either way as long as you’re in the 
right frame of mind….it’s pretty dazzling.

Is it selfish that I am skewing toward these low commitment, loose tie re-
lationships rather than giving myself to the hardcore groups where I also 
belong? Perhaps, and yet I think that by virtue of the very construct of nets 
it’s almost expected that there’s a level of transiency and that’s okay, in fact 
that’s what makes nets the excellent place that they are.

You can find the Dron & Anderson article referenced above here. Also, long 
live creative commons and open publication.

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1162/IJLM_a_00104
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…of an EDDE804 Assignment 2 presentation style.

I’m much too close to giving the presentation (and still too hyped up on 
post-presentation everything is awesome adrenaline) to be capable of any 
logical reflections on how it actually went but, I’m going to tentatively say 
that it was a good one. My partner and I didn’t talk over each other, didn’t 
have awkward pauses, and best of all seemed to channel a good synergy 
from point to point. I thought it would be a stretch for us to hit 30 minutes 
but we cruised past 40 and could have easily hit the hour mark had there not 
been another group. In addition everyone seemed to love the slide designs 
and visual metaphors. As I had such fun designing these and could (if ever 
asked) go into a very long winded deconstruction on each element….this 
feedback especially made my own little designer heart very very happy.

Overall verdict: thankful.

And now, to the co-authored paper we go carrying this happy energy with 
us…..

survival...
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“Learning to think” really means learning how 
to exercise some control over how and what 
you think. It means being conscious and aware 
enough to choose what you pay attention to 
and to choose how you construct meaning 
from experience. 

DAVID FOSTER WALLACE 
This is Water, p. 54
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I came into 804 as I came into all previous courses, namely very low on formal back-
ground on the topics to be addressed but high on enthusiasm for what I would learn. If I 
were to plot myself on the Situational Leadership follower development flow, I would be 
squarely in the low competence / high commitment box—giddy for the future, blissfully 
unaware of the challenges that I would encounter ahead, and ready to do whatever it 
takes to make it through. 

Though in theory I should have a background in leadership as I stepped into an aca-
demic leadership role one year ago, because the transition happened very suddenly and 
the culture of my institution (strongly trait-based, in fact when I was promoted I was 
told I “had the perfect personality to be a leader and that with my background made me 
the ideal candidate”) I have subsequently received almost no formal training on what 
it means to lead. Before this course my leadership style involved lots of trial and error, 
lots of intuition, and a hearty dose of luck. Though this sort of assemblage makes for an 
exciting experience because you never quite know what might happen, I came to 804 
hoping that though the course specifically said it wasn’t a “this is how to be a leader” 
course, I might slyly pick up a better idea of just how to be a leader because I knew there 
had to be a better way than what I was doing and even more I knew that leading by the 
strength of my personality alone wasn’t going to hold out much longer. 

For me what has changed the most in these past thirteen weeks is my own awareness 
of the vastness of the leadership world. In addition, though I am still a novice in these 
studies, this course has brought out a newfound confidence in me around identifying 
what leadership styles are at play in a given situation and what leadership styles might 
be better in a given situation. Finally, I have a better grasp of where I naturally tend 
to situate myself on the leadership spectrum. For example, when I began digging into 
distributed leadership for Assignment 1, I instantly felt a kinship with it and the way it 
spreads leadership out amongst all who want to lead rather than reserves leadership for 
a single voice. I experienced a similar sense of kinship with complexity leadership with 
its organic, emergent nature when Lorne and I collaborated on Assignment 2. Both of 
these experiences made me realize that I gravitate much more to the idea that leadership 
is an emergent process and followers are not only integral to the leadership transaction 
but often through their input hold more power than the leader. 

I now better understand the larger picture of a leadership transaction in general and an 
educational leadership transition in particular. When proposing or enacting a change 
no matter how big or small, the leader must be cognizant of the larger picture that 
includes environment, culture, impact to followers, and impact to the future of the 
organization. Reading each of the case studies in Lachtem and Hanna was especially 

FUTURE PERSONAL LEARNING REFLECTION
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meaningful to me as it brought each approach to life. Nothing happens in a vacuum and 
leadership especially must be mindful of this. Good leadership has tremendous poten-
tial to bring positive social change but to do so it must be firmly grounded on more than 
good intentions or the leader’s own desire to force it to happen. 

When I began this course, I defined leadership vaguely as something like a dance in-
volving people, context, situation, etc. For me leadership was more process than static, 
more organic than rigid, and more relational than solo. Now standing at the other side 
of the course, my definition would not formally change much though I now have termi-
nology like “distributed” and “emergent” to officially give name to these leanings and a 
much deeper knowledge of others who share my views. 

Though my own definition may not have shifted, my own awareness and even more my 
own sense of empathy and perspective has shifted drastically. As with almost everything 
in life, there are no clear black and white decisions as to which leadership style is always 
right or always best. Though I am clear on my preference and default, I also have real-
ized through encounters in research and case studies that in some situations, the best 
leadership will be something that I do not naturally embrace, namely leadership that is 
static, rigid, solo, etc. Though these descriptors feel out of character for me, I hope if the 
structure and situation did call for me to lead in this manner, I would willingly do so. 

To be the best leader it seems has very little to do with choosing a camp and sticking 
with it, and very much to do with having the emotional intelligence and situational 
awareness to assess what pathway is best for all participants moving into the future. 

Moving forward, I know these ideas are going to continue to be valuable to me and con-
tinue to distill in my own mind with both the team that I lead and the directions I move 
into with my thesis research project. For my thesis, I am planning on studying how 
students learn fine/applied arts disciplines in a fully distance education setting. These 
disciplines are traditionally taught in small face to face studios and “learning under” a 
master via a shared geographic space is the cultural norm. Distance learning is rare and 
I hope that my research nudges the divergent spheres of arts education and distance 
education a bit closer together. That said, because this nudge would require such a large 
cultural shift, leadership will be key in vision casting, gaining institutional support, and 
building follower support. Before this course, I was aware of what a daunting wicked 
problem this issue would be but wasn’t so aware of how it might be managed. Now, I still 
think it is quite large but also feel empowered that with mindful leadership, it is indeed 
possible and look forward to the future. 
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